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Making light work of meeting reserving requirements
Overview
While all general insurance/property and casualty (P&C)
firms carry out reserve calculations, the scope and complexity
involved can vary. Although they increasingly include stochastic
elements, the calculations themselves are usually deterministic
and take a significant degree of expert judgement to set
development patterns. Data preparation and validation
can also play a large role in the process, often requiring
many disparate functions within a firm to produce, validate
and reconcile the data to the necessary standards.
What’s more, in line with recent and developing regulatory
and accounting regimes like Solvency II and IFRS 17, reserve
calculations are no longer restricted to the amounts of ultimate
or outstanding claims. Now, they must often also include
projected cashflows by each future period, as well as actual
versus expected analyses of these projections. Additionally,
the process as a whole and not just the results are under
greater scrutiny from auditors.
Thanks to these complexities, general insurance/P&C
companies face a growing range of challenges for reserve
calculations, especially when they continue to work in a
manual or spreadsheet-based environment. But based on
our experience of working with clients around the world,
FIS’ Prophet GI solution can help them meet today’s
reserving requirements with new flexibility, efficiency
and transparency.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
●

Slow, inefficient, disconnected reserving processes

●

Risk of incorrect results

●

Limited scope to consider variations

●

Pressure to meet increased reporting demands

SOLUTION
●

Powerful, robust single platform for calculations
and associated processes

●

Out-of-the-box functionality and user-friendly interface

●

Controlled environment for actuarial code and datasets

●

Rapid, transparent calculations that can be easily
enhanced over time

●

Dashboard reporting for comprehensible embedded
reporting and business intelligence

●

Scalable solution with future-proofed functionality
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Before – the spreadsheet-based approach
to building reserving models
Pre-Prophet GI, clients will commonly have used Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets to make deterministic reserve calculations
for statutory and internal purposes. These calculations
would often include a small number of variations, whether
relating to paid and incurred claims or using different
standard methods. The upshot was that insurers could gain
a simple and transparent view of best estimate results that
are easily explained to other internal stakeholders.
As part of the process, our clients may have included simple
indications of variability in their calculations to show the
impact of potential or actual year-on-year fluctuations.
Again, these would have usually been easy for stakeholders
to understand. But it can be more difficult to translate the
greater variations that stochastic models express into
a straightforward business context.
The need to use stochastic models, however, is growing and
adding further pressure to already strained spreadsheets.
Unlike calculating simple ultimate or outstanding amounts,
the added dimension of now working in period cashflows
makes it more onerous to produce the required outputs.
The calculations would usually be fed by different, often
loosely controlled, data functions with little or few built-in
validation checks.

Challenges
At the stage we start working with a client, their requirements
have generally outgrown the capabilities of their spreadsheet
based environment. The business will typically have been
demanding deeper levels of detail across a wider range of
both deterministic and stochastic methods – making models
harder to manage in spreadsheets and increasing time
spent, effort and risk.
In some cases, where a simple stochastic variability estimate
used to be enough, insurers now need to make more
sophisticated assessments as well as potentially understand
the significance of individual areas of expert judgement.
The resulting additional calculation challenges have
led firms to develop further calculation bolt-ons and
multiple versions.
All the while, it will have become more difficult for the clients
involved to verify calculations and make sure they approach
all variations consistently. And with the business asking for
more results, more rapidly and more frequently, a better
solution has been long overdue.
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After – fully automated, highly flexible
reserve calculations
Prophet GI has provided such a solution – giving global
insurers in these situations a controlled and robust
environment for managing the reserving process. This in
turn has allowed them to build models that are as simple
or complex as they require and meet more demanding
statutory and accounting regimes. With calculations
including not just ultimate or outstanding claims but full
discounted cashflow projections. Integrated data management
functions ensure a robust and efficient overall process so
that more time can be spent on higher value activities.
Subject to user permissions, the solution’s actuarial code
is fully open and transparent – therefore making it easy
to add further levels of detail or calculation items as
needs evolve.
In switching from Excel to Prophet GI, our clients have found
that its pre-packaged functionality can meet their immediate
requirements straight out of the box. With its intuitive interface,
they tell us consistently how easy it is to set up and use for
entering data, determining development patterns, organizing
versions, controlling datasets, running calculations and
viewing results.
As a result, we’ve seen firms substantially cut the time
and resources it takes to produce accurate, detailed results.
Even on a single machine, Prophet GI can complete calculations
rapidly; when running across multiple computers it can save
further time on more complex stochastic projections.
The solution calculates multiple configurable standard
development patterns automatically, as well as managing
full user selections – and comes with scenario analysis
built in.

Above all, Prophet GI has allowed clients to translate their
reserving outputs, including both deterministic and stochastic
calculations, into terms that their wider business or external
bodies will understand. Users can then slice and dice the
data by dimensions most relevant to them, as well as access
results in Excel. They can also embed their own Excel reports
into the interface.
Whatever each individual client’s needs, Prophet GI has
been able to meet their requirements head-on. But its
future-proofed functionality and highly scalable architecture
also provide a long-term solution to whatever new calculation
challenges may emerge.

About FIS’ Prophet solution
FIS’ Prophet solution is a leading actuarial modeling system
that helps insurance and financial services firms develop
more profitable products faster, improve risk management
decisions, and meet their reporting responsibilities efficiently.
Prophet provides comprehensive coverage across life,
general insurance, health and pensions for all major insurance
markets on a single platform, providing common models,
code, assumptions and reporting capabilities, plus end-to-end
data management and business intelligence. It offers actuaries
an easy-to-use, flexible product design environment combined
with a controlled, enterprise-level production environment,
enabling the fast delivery of accurate, auditable and clearly
presented information to risk managers, senior management
and regulators. Prophet can be deployed on-premise, hosted
or on the cloud, and is relied on by more than 10,000 users
at over 850 customer sites in more than 65 countries.
For more information visit.
www.prophet-web.com or www.fisglobal.com
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